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Citing robust GDP growth, full employment and rising inflation in 2016, the Fed will 
probably hike rates next week for the first time since cutting them to almost zero six 
years ago. For the BoE, the first hike remains a distant prospect. This is odd since UK 
GDP, labour market and inflation data are starkly similar to the US and indeed both 
Mark Carney and Janet Yellen have long stated that the timing and pace of rate hikes 
will be data dependent.  

We argue that the BoE should be hiking soon too. Delaying rate hikes beyond what is 
necessary entails risks that increase the longer the BoE waits to act. But since the BoE 
has not yet provided any strong hints on the timing of the first rate hike, they are 
probably already behind the curve.  

The key views in this report can be summarised as follows. 

1)� Given the cyclical similarities between the UK and the US, a large divergence 
in monetary policy is unwarranted – if the BoE were to hike now the risk to 
the economy would be low. Hiking sooner rather than later will raise the 
BoE’s chances of executing a gradual tightening cycle. 

2)� So far, the BoE has not provided guidance or even strong hints on the timing 
of the first hike. We change our view therefore, that the BoE will now hike in 
May 2016 versus our previous call of February 2016. We expect the BoE to 
begin preparing markets for the first hike early next year.  

3)� There is a rising conflict between the need to hike and the need to give 
markets and the economy an adequate period to adjust in anticipation of 
rising rates. Based on recent BoE experience, it will probably opt for a lengthy 
pre-hike communication period to maximise the probability of a smooth 
transition.  

4)� The risks of delaying the hike for too long are serious and will increase the 
further out the first hike is pushed. In a recent report, we argued that interest 
rate hikes should take place in anticipation of rising inflation, given 
significant lags to monetary policy.   

5)� Currently, the absence of inflation is softening market and BoE convictions 
that inflation will recover to target next year. This brings out the key risk that 
the BoE will wait too long and is thus more likely to overshoot on inflation 
than undershoot, which will impede the strategy of a slow and gradual path 
of hikes.  

Comparing the UK to the US suggests a large policy divergence is unwarranted  

Though this report focuses on the UK economy, given our house view that it is 
appropriate for the Fed to hike now, the US economy serves as a useful benchmark for 
our analysis. The following table shows current data for GDP, inflation and the labour 
market against the pre-crisis levels for the UK and the US. Not only does it show the 
considerable progress that both economies have made, it also illustrates that the 
cyclical position of the UK economy is not discernibly different from the US and that 
the appropriate monetary stances ought not to be too dissimilar either. 

  UK US 

GDP versus pre crisis peak  +6.4% +9.5% 

Inflation versus target rate  2.1ppt below 1.8ppt below 

Unemployment versus pre crisis low  0.6ppt above 0.8ppt above 

Employment versus pre crisis peak  0.4ppt below 4.1ppt below 
 

  Key macro views reportsKey macro views reportsKey macro views reportsKey macro views reports    

Understanding Germany Understanding Germany Understanding Germany Understanding Germany 

––––    a last golden decade a last golden decade a last golden decade a last golden decade 

aheadaheadaheadahead    

13 October 2010    

Euro crisis: the role of Euro crisis: the role of Euro crisis: the role of Euro crisis: the role of 

the ECBthe ECBthe ECBthe ECB    

29 July 2011    

Saving the euro: the case Saving the euro: the case Saving the euro: the case Saving the euro: the case 

for an ECB yield capfor an ECB yield capfor an ECB yield capfor an ECB yield cap    

26 June 2012    

Tough love: the true Tough love: the true Tough love: the true Tough love: the true 

nature of the euro crisisnature of the euro crisisnature of the euro crisisnature of the euro crisis    

20 August 2012    

Europe 2020: Reaping Europe 2020: Reaping Europe 2020: Reaping Europe 2020: Reaping 

the rewards of reformthe rewards of reformthe rewards of reformthe rewards of reform 

26 November 2013    

The The The The lessons of the crisis: lessons of the crisis: lessons of the crisis: lessons of the crisis: 

what Europe needswhat Europe needswhat Europe needswhat Europe needs    

27 June 2014    

ECB: question is not if, ECB: question is not if, ECB: question is not if, ECB: question is not if, 

but when and what?but when and what?but when and what?but when and what?    

2 December 2014    

Euro Plus Monitor 2014: Euro Plus Monitor 2014: Euro Plus Monitor 2014: Euro Plus Monitor 2014: 

from pain to gainfrom pain to gainfrom pain to gainfrom pain to gain    

18 December 2014    

Global Outlook 2015: oil, Global Outlook 2015: oil, Global Outlook 2015: oil, Global Outlook 2015: oil, 

Putin and GreecePutin and GreecePutin and GreecePutin and Greece    

6 January 2015    

Greek election: the Greek election: the Greek election: the Greek election: the 

realirealirealireality shock aheadty shock aheadty shock aheadty shock ahead 

26 January 2015 

Global Outlook: risk Global Outlook: risk Global Outlook: risk Global Outlook: risk 

control is workingcontrol is workingcontrol is workingcontrol is working 

15 April 2015 
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GDP: US above pre-crisis peak but UK suffered a deeper recession 

 
In both the UK and US, GDP has surpassed its pre-crisis peak (chart 1). At 9.5% higher, the 
US economy has made more progress on this front. The UK economy is just 6.4% larger 
than the pre-crisis peak. But looked at in a different way, accounting for the UK 
experiencing a much deeper recession, this difference is less. From peak to trough, UK GDP 
declined by just over 6%. In the US it declined by around 4%. Compared in this way, the UK 
economy is now 13.3% bigger, only a little less than the US at 14.4%. And looking ahead, we 
expect growth in both economies to run slightly above trend – c2.5% in the UK and a little 
faster in the US. This should be sufficient for the UK to absorb remaining spare capacity, 
close the output gap and return inflation back to the 2% target. 

 

Inflation: US slightly ahead but both set for near-term recovery as transitory factors fade  

 

Beginning in 2014, inflation in the UK and US began to slow. This was driven by, among 
other things, the appreciation of sterling and the dollar in addition to a global decline in oil 
and commodity prices. Even though both economies have a 2% target rate of inflation, for 
most of 2015 inflation has been around zero. Currently the headline rate is 180bp below 
target in the US and a little further (210bp) away in the UK (chart 2).  

 
The current level of inflation is much less important than where it will be in the future as 
monetary policy operates with a significant lag. Central banks should set policy based upon 
expected economic and inflation conditions one to two years ahead. Therefore, although 
inflation is currently low in the US, the strong expectation that it will rise above target in 
the future if no action is taken is likely to underpin the Fed’s decision to hike. The dovish 
behaviour of the BoE, on the other hand, suggests it is more likely to wait for strong 
evidence that inflation is picking up before pursuing tighter policy. This is a big risk. 
Especially since in both economies measures of core inflation - that are also being 
suppressed by transitory factors - suggest much stronger inflationary pressures than the 
headline rate suggests. Furthermore, there is a strong consensus of rising inflation over the 
medium term as currency and commodity effects wash out. For the UK, we look for 
inflation to increase by around 200bp over the next 12 months and stabilise at the target 
thereafter - conditional upon an appropriate monetary stance over that period. So without 
hikes soon, there is a strong risk of inflation overshoot.  

 
Unemployment: UK closer to full employment  
 
In normal times, that is when the economy is neither in recession nor in recovery, the US 
typically has a lower rate of unemployment than the UK. For this reason, the UK labour 
market ought not to be compared to the US in absolute terms but like-for-like. We should 
compare therefore, current unemployment to the pre-crisis lows, which were 4.7% and 
4.4% for the UK and US, respectively. On this basis the UK is a little ahead of the US. The UK 
is 0.6ppt above the pre-crisis low, versus 0.8% for the US (chart 3). In reality though, this is 
a modest difference at best and its effects on inflation will not be perceptible.  

 
Employment: UK ahead - US participation has declined significantly post-2008 
 
It should be noted though, that whilst both economies have made significant progress in 
terms of reducing unemployment since the crisis, for the US and UK it has happened in 
very different ways. The UK unemployment rate has fallen due to an increase in 
employment. In the US it is due to a fall in participation. As chart 4 shows, in the UK the 
employment rate is less than half of a percentage point away from its pre-crisis peak of 
60.4%, whereas in the US unemployment is still over four percentage points away from its 
pre-crisis peak of 63.4%. A discussion of the factors driving such structural changes in the 
labour markets of the two economies is beyond the scope of this research, it is however, 
noteworthy. So far though, it appears to have few implications for inflation since the 
channel through which it would affect prices is via its effect on wages. But as chart 5 
shows, growth in real wages in the UK and the US have been broadly similar over the last 12 
months, boosted by low inflation.   
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Monetary policy has limited scope – it is a blunt and imprecise instrument 

 
Of course, there are other ways in which the UK could be compared to the US where 
significant differences could be found. But, is it the role of monetary policy to be concerned 
about those other areas? No. Monetary policy is a very blunt tool. It can help to raise or 
lower nominal demand in the short term, which makes it effective during booms or busts 
but it cannot determine the natural rate of unemployment, productivity or any other 
structural characteristic of an economy. It is why central banks typical have fairly 
straightforward, interpretable reaction functions focused around headline indicators such 
as the rate of inflation, the unemployment rate or GDP growth. When the conditions for a 
policy change are satisfied in accordance with these target variables then policy ought to 
change. Operating in such a way also boosts the transparency of the central bank reaction 
function, makes central bank communications more credible and altogether improves the 
efficacy of monetary policy.  

 
This being said, what we have illustrated is that the UK economy is close to satisfying the 
conditions for a rate rise. Or at the least, that those conditions that would necessitate a hike 
are within the appropriate policy horizon, considering monetary lags. Leaving ultra 
accommodative monetary policy in place beyond this time is dangerous. It risks allowing 
excessive inflationary pressure to build, for imbalances to grow and capital misallocation to 
take place and can facilitate excess risk taking in financial markets. Just as hiking too early 
can lead to a short-lived expansion, so can hiking too late.   

 
What to expect next from the BoE 

 

So far, guidance from the MPC on the crucial timing of the first rate hike has been very 
limited. Aside from some conflicting personal views from MPC members such as Governor 
Mark Carney’s “sharper relief at the turn of the year” and chief economist Andy Haldane’s 
“the next rate change could be either a cut or hike” only three elements of the tightening 
strategy have been announced. They are as follows. 
 
First, that we ought to expect the first hike in 2016: Mark Carney “Would I rather have the 
majority of the British people thinking that rates are likely to go up in the next year, which 
is the case today? Yes, I would”.  
 
Second, that the BoE will not run down the asset purchase facility from its current £375 

billion stock until the Bank Rate is at least 2%: Inflation Report press conference “expects 
[MPC] to maintain the stock of purchased assets at £375 billion until Bank Rate has reached 
a level from which it can be cut materially. The MPC currently judges that such a level of 
Bank Rate is around 2%”. 
 
Third, that when rates rise they will do so only gradually and be lower than in the past: 

Inflation Report press conference “when Bank Rate does begin to rise, it is expected to do 
so more gradually and to a lower level than in recent cycles”. 
 
The BoE looks to have a strong preference for pre-announcing policy changes, or at the 
least, giving markets a significant heads-up. The Fed and the ECB are not so dissimilar. 
Most recently, the Fed has spent a number of months issuing ever stronger hints for a 
December hike and the ECB went to a similar effort to let on that the QE programme would 
be expanded in December. Given the elements we already know about the forthcoming 
hikes, the MPC also favours clear guidance over surprise. We expect therefore, the MPC to 
gradually step up the frequency and precision of communications when the time comes to 
hike rates. Though the economic data already warrants a hike, in light of the BoE’s 
precedent, we look for stronger hints regarding the start date of the hike cycle at the 
beginning of 2016 and the first hike to come in May 2016. 
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ChChChChart 3 art 3 art 3 art 3 Unemployment versus pre crisis lowUnemployment versus pre crisis lowUnemployment versus pre crisis lowUnemployment versus pre crisis low    Chart 4 Employment versus pre crisis peakChart 4 Employment versus pre crisis peakChart 4 Employment versus pre crisis peakChart 4 Employment versus pre crisis peak    

  
Source: Bloomberg, Berenberg calculations. Percentage point difference. Source: Bloomberg, Berenberg calculations. Percentage point difference. 

Chart 5 Real wagesChart 5 Real wagesChart 5 Real wagesChart 5 Real wages    

Source: Bloomberg, Berenberg calculation. Yoy change. 
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Chart 1 GDP trend since crisisChart 1 GDP trend since crisisChart 1 GDP trend since crisisChart 1 GDP trend since crisis    Chart 2 Inflation versus target rateChart 2 Inflation versus target rateChart 2 Inflation versus target rateChart 2 Inflation versus target rate    

 
Source: ONS, Berenberg calculations. 2008 Q1 = 100 Source: Bloomberg, Berenberg calculations. Percentage point difference. 
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Disclaimer 
 

This document was compiled by the above mentioned authors of the economics 
department of Joh. Berenberg, Gossler & Co. KG (hereinafter referred to as “the Bank”),. The 
Bank has made any effort to carefully research and process all information. The 
information has been obtained from sources which we believe to be reliable such as, for 
example, Thomson Reuters, Bloomberg and the relevant specialised press. However, we do 
not assume liability for the correctness and completeness of all information given. The 
provided information has not been checked by a third party, especially an independent 
auditing firm. We explicitly point to the stated date of preparation. The information given 
can become incorrect due to passage of time and/or as a result of legal, political, economic 
or other changes. We do not assume responsibility to indicate such changes and/or to 
publish an updated document. The forecasts contained in this document or other 
statements on rates of return, capital gains or other accession are the personal opinion of 
the author and we do not assume liability for the realisation of these. 
This document is only for information purposes. It does not constitute a financial analysis 
within the meaning of § 34b or § 31 Subs. 2 of the German Securities Trading Act 
(Wertpapierhandelsgesetz), no investment advice or recommendation to buy financial 
instruments. It does not replace consulting regarding legal, tax or financial matters. 
 
Remarks regarding foreign investors 

The preparation of this document is subject to regulation by German law. The distribution 
of this document in other jurisdictions may be restricted by law, and persons, into whose 
possession this document comes, should inform themselves about, and observe, any such 
restrictions. 
 
United Kingdom 

This document is meant exclusively for institutional investors and market professionals, 
but not for private customers. It is not for distribution to or the use of private investors or 
private customers. 
 

United States of America 
This document has been prepared exclusively by Joh. Berenberg, Gossler & Co. KG. Although 
Berenberg Capital Markets LLC, an affiliate of the Bank and registered US broker-dealer, 
distributes this document to certain customers, Berenberg Capital Markets LLC does not 
provide input into its contents, nor does this document constitute research of Berenberg 
Capital Markets LLC. In addition, this document is meant exclusively for institutional 
investors and market professionals, but not for private customers. It is not for distribution to 
or the use of private investors or private customers. 
This document is classified as objective for the purposes of FINRA rules. Please contact 
Berenberg Capital Markets LLC (+1 617.292.8200), if you require additional information. 
 

Copyright 
The Bank reserves all the rights in this document. No part of the document or its content may 
be rewritten, copied, photocopied or duplicated in any form by any means or redistributed 
without the Bank’s prior written consent. 
 
© August 2015 Joh. Berenberg, Gossler & Co. KG  
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